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FROM: MOSCOW
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PRIORITY

VISAS (BRAVO). ETO M10 SEPTEMBER. PRIORITY ONE.

FIRST GROUPS VISAS REQUESTED FOR KRUSHCHEV VISIT!

(a) EMPLOYEES MFA- DIP P'S. REQUEST ONE MONTH STAY:

DUDENIKOV, VLADIMIR GERASIMOVICh, KUZNETSK (PENSA OBLAST), 15 OCT 21;
FOMIN, ALEKSANDR SENEVOIVICH, MOSCOW, 9 MAR 14;
KOLOMYAKOV, BORIS PAVLOVICH, BOR (GORKOVSKAYA OBLAST), 8 JAN 28;
KOSOLAPOV, VADIM MIKTIOROVICH, PERM (PERM OBLAST), 19 FEB 21;
KOSTIKOVA, VALERI VLADIMIROVICH, MOSCOW, 17 MAR 33;
NIKIN, ROBERT VASILEVICH, NIVOSIBIRSK, 21 SEP 21;
RASSADIN, SERGEI IVANOVICh, GORKI, 6 OCT 11;

(b) TASS CORRESPONDENTS. OFF P'S. ONE MONTH STAY:

LOPUKHIN, MIKHAIL MIKHAILOVICH, KURSHAMISH (CHELYABINSKAYA OBLAST), 18 APR 19;
SAGATELYAN, MIKHAIL RACHYANOVICH, SARATOV, 8 AUG 21;

(c) CHIEF EDITOR PRAYDA, DIP P:

SATYUKOV, PAVEL ALEKSANDROVICH, GORKI (GORNOVOYAYA OBLAST), 22 JUN 19;

(d) IZVESTIA CORRESPONDENT, OFF P. REQUESTED ONE MONTH
-OFFICIAL USE ONLY-
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20/24, 22 SEP 96, 12:45 AM

MINTYEV, VIKTOR ALEKSANDROVICH, RUSSIA: 9, OCT 25.

(F) OTHER CORRESPONDENTS: REGULAR PUB.

LEONTEV, BORIS LEONTEVICH, MOSCOW, 27 OCT 96, LITERATURNAYA GAZETA.

LITOSHO, EVGENI VLADIMIROVICH, ST. NIKIA (RUSK OBLAST), 17 DEC 93

PRAVDA.

POTYAKOV, VASILII IVANOVICH, LEONTEVICH (RUSK OBLAST), 10 DEC 13.

SELKOE BIOGRAPHY.

USTINOVA, ALEKSANDR VLADIMIROVICH, PHOTOGRAPHER, MOSCOW, 16 JUN 09, PRAVDA.

(F) MOVIE OPERATOR: REGULAR P.

KISELEV, SERGEI IVANOVICH, KLINIK (MOSCOW OBLAST), 18 JAN 12.

INELIGIBLE 212(A)(28): RECOMMEND 212(D)(5) AS APPROPRIATE REQUEST DEPT. INDICATE VISA CATEGORY.

MEC OFFICE FOCUS.
MUSTIKIN, Valery Vladimirovich

Grad highermaterial from Moscow Institute Languages. Sovdelaus delegate to 17th Int. Rail-
road Congress meeting Madrid 28 Sepbr. to 7 Oct 1958.
IN A9696 (MFA 3690) 14 Sep 1958
Subj req US visa as member of KHRUSCHEV's party. EID
mid Sep 59 for 1 mo. Employee, MFA. #1654
8/720 Control 2077A 21/8/59
Subj visited Barcelona 8-9 Oct 58 after serving as Del to
Int rail Way Congress in Madrid; Ppt #39990 listed as
Interpreter. OSBA-1557 15 Oct 1959

b. 17 Mar 1933, Moscow

Ppt 39990. Subj transited US from Cuba to Europe 7 Mar
60.

    DBF 44/764 17 Mar 60

Subj used Ppt 39990 for entry into Cuba Dec 60; DNR 1953 Moscow. #3806 4 Apr 60

1.1

Employee, Subj & wife, dau, in transit to SovEmb Mexi.
EID Moscow 10 Jul 61. (BOV# Moscow #200, Control #
22299, 30 Jun 61)

Wife: Roza Aleksandrovna, b: 2 Mar 32/Arkhangel Obl.
Dau: Svetlana Valeriyevna, b: 1959/Moscow
KOSTIN

Subj: delegate attending CEI Congress, Madrid.

IN 29434 (HARR 4263) 16/6/59


OSMA-9679 5 Aug 59

Subj: applied for transit visa to Mexico for Soviet

Exhibit. S 1279 Control 18654 29/10/59

Subj ar Mexico City 9 Nov 59 for Sov Exhibit.

IN 48732 (MEXI 4655) 16 Nov 59

Subj ar US 8 Nov 59 in transit Mexico. DEP 38211 12/59

Subj departed Mexico City for Havana 6 Jan 60 via Cubana

flt 465. IN 26991 (MEXI 4899) 7 Jan 60

b. 1933 Moscow
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ALFRED, Ivan Gavrilovich

Pravda Correspondent, FG3 Mexico City, arrived Mexico 13 Sept 1960. (B664 16333, 25 Jan 61)

Wife: 
Son: Ivan  b. 20 Jan 28, Tula

ALFRED, Ivan Gavrilovich

Pravda Correspondent, Soviet Embassy, Mexico City

Subject's name was shown to A. LADLE (O6-21377) on 29 DEC 61, but he did not recognize it. Ref: 7h-6-596/4
52/Cl/12 27 Dtd. 30 Jan 62.